
Creating a Mandate for Drug Safety, . 
Lacking a Mandate for Drug Efficacy 

ln addition to requiring evidence of safety under 

the neW 193B laW, FDA sometimes requued 
rnaJ'ufacturers to shoW that their drugs actuallY 

,, d. -cD " did. this for example, for neW n 1933, with the election of Franklin 
Roosevelt and the emergence of the 
NeW Deal, FDA '"'d the Department 
of AgricUlture worked with 

Congress to introduce neW, 

comprehensive legislation to replace the 1906 
Food and Drugs Act. llut the bills stagnated 

under heaVl' resistance. ChaJ'ge carne soon 
after the Elixir sulfanilamide disaster of 
1937, in which an untested drug preparation 

used for systemic infections Killed over 100 

ArnericaJ'S. outrage over tNs calamity 

spurred passage of the 193B food, Drug. 

and. cosmetic Act, which among 

other provisions required companies 
to provide FDA with evidence of a 
neW drug's safety before marketing. 
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wor~e . ~ · "' ' .. drugs that claimed to treat a deadly condrtron 
t... cer - when effective treatments 

sUCl' as can alreadY e,isted for it. ln those instaJ'ces, FDA 
e,pected the manufacturer to prove that the neW 
drug worked, on the grouDds that it was unsafe . 

to use a worthless drug when a alreadY 
proven treatment was 
available. NevertheleSS. when 

la
ter examined. 

experts medicines introduced. 
between 1938 and. 1962, 

they found. that about 40 

percent of the drugs on 
the market were not 



Senator Estes Kefauver and the Investigation 
of Pharmaceutical Industry Practices 
s Chair of the Senate Subcommittee on 

Antitrust and Monopoly, Senator Estes 

Kefauver of Tennessee launched 

hearings in 1959 into the costs of 

pharmaceuticals. His investigation 

began with a focus on such issues as the length of patent 

protections for drugs and high prices of pharmaceuticals 

in relation to their research and development costs. 

However, additional issues arose during the 

hearings that exposed other concerns with 

pharmaceuticals and their distribution and 

regulation, which drastically affected the bill 
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Thalidomide and Dr. Frances Kelsey 

erman pharmaceutical firm Chemie Griinenthal introduced thalidomide 

in 1956 as a sedative, far safer than the old standby, phenobarbital, and 

found to be useful for morning sickness among pregnant women. It was 

soon on the market in over 40 countries under various brand names. On 

September 12, 1960, American licensee WilliamS. Merrell Company filed 

with FDA a new drug application for Kevadon, its brand of thalidomide, as a sedative, which 

the agency assigned to a newly hired medical officer, Frances Kelsey, a pharmacologist and 
physician. 

Despite the firm's intense pressure on both herself and her superiors, Kelsey 

refused to approve the application based on the small amount of clinical 

evidence, particularly the lack of chronic toxicity data. Unknown to 

FDA, the firm distributed Kevadon widely in the U. S. to nearly 

20,000 patients, including some pregnant women. By the fall of 

1961 foreign health officials linked the drug to growing clusters 

of normally rare severe birth defects known as phocomelia 

(hands extending directly from the shoulders, 

and feet from the hips). Eventually 

thousands of such cases developed around 

the world. Though thalidomide was never 

approved here, FDA identified 17 cases of 

thalidomide-linked birth defects in the U.S., 

and the agency launched a nationwide 

program to recover all supplies of the drug. 
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part 1: 1962 Drug Atnendtnents 

0
ngress passed. the 

l(efauver-B-arris Drug 
Amendments on October 
10, 1962; oren B-arris 
-was the chid co-sponsor 
o£ the bill in the aouse. 

'fhe price-control provisions in Kefauver's 
original bill did not survive, but manY other 
elements did, including some neW ones. 

'fhe neW \aW reCJ.uired substantial evidence o£ 
both safety and effectiveness as demonstrated 
by adeCJ.uate and well controll~d clinical 
investigations conducted by CJ.uahhed experts. 

p..lsO. establishments bad to abide by current 
good JnanulactU'ing practices to ens~re that 
drugs Jnet the reCJ.uirements o£ tdenti'Y• 

strength, CJ.uality. and puri'Y• al'd FDP.. w~s 
given enhanced access to a "'""ufactm:er s 

records. 
F\)P.. would monitor clinical investigations 

"'ore closely, and-with sOJJ'e 
exceptions-experimental subjects bad to 
give their informed consent to be uwolved"' 

such studies. 
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Part II: 1962 Drug Amendments 
egulatory authority over prescription drug advertising was transferred from the 

Federal Trade Commission to FDA. Previously, insistence by industry and others 
that FTC-and not FDA-regulate drug advertising had held up passage of the 

1938 Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act until FTC's authority was clarified. 

The new law also required that manufacturers maintain records of adverse events associated with 
drugs and report these promptly to FDA. 

Under the 1938 law, a drug application automatically became effective after 60 days unless FDA 
intervened. The 1962 amendments changed this by requiring an affirmative decision by the 

agency within 180 days, or a period as required for the agency's review. lfrJ/i~· . 
\\1~1 
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Drug Efficacy Study Implementation (DESI) 

he new law authorized a review for effectiveness of all new drugs approved on the basis 
of safety from 1938 to 1962, about 4000 of which remained on the market; 85 percent 
were prescription drugs. FDA contracted with the National Academy of Sciences in June 
1966 to conduct a review of company-submitted effectiveness data, which ended in June 
1969. Thirty panels, each consisting of six expert members, evaluated the evidence about 
the drugs and rated them as effective, ineffective, or somewhere in between. 

Their evaluations covered submissions for about 3400 formulations representing 16,000 approved uses. 
Only 12 percent of the drugs were found to be effective for all their claims, and 40 percent of the 
indications were less than "effective." It was then FDA's responsibility to follow through on the 
recommendations, a challenging and often litigious process. 

By 1984 FDA had completed 98 percent of the DESI program, having analyzed additional efficacy data, 
designed trials as necessary, and processed hearings and court actions with firms. Reducing the final 
judgments to either "effective" or "ineffective," FDA found that about one-third of the new drugs 
approved between 1938 and 1962 were ineffective. 
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The Long-Term Effects 
of the 1962 Drug Amendments 

n calling for substantial proof based on clinical trials conducted by experts, the new 
law established an evidence-based model for drug evaluation decisions that still 
stands as the gold-standard globally. FDA itself drew upon outside experts by 
instituting advisory committees to counsel agency reviewers in a formalized venue. 

Over the next two decades, debate ensued over 
whether or not the law and FDA's oversight slowed down 
access to medicines compared to other nations, though that 
discussion dissipated with the passage of the first 
Prescription Drug User Fee Act in 1992, with industry paying 
fees to support FDA's review process and the agency's 
commitment to meet certain drug review goals. 

Broad press and public attention to FDA's work, witnessed 
only intermittently before 1962, began to be more frequent from the mid-1960s forward. 
Finally, the aftermath of the 1962 law saw an elevation of public expectations for FDA, a 
heightened sense of confidence in the reliability of pharmaceuticals. And when that 
confidence was shaken by a safety or other issue, the reaction could be predictably quick and 
dramatic. Thus, the 1962 Drug Amendments and the circumstances that brought it about 
engaged the public in a way not seen before. 

Moreover, these amendments helped usher in today' s sophisticated, science-based biotech 
and pharmaceutical industry. For the very first time, many companies put in place rigorous 
research and development programs, including the design and implementation of controlled 
clinical trials. 

At their core, the 1962 drug amendments -by demanding 
excellence and creating a culture of quality and 
innovation-laid the foundation for our current regulatory 
environment which is emulated around the world. It's an 
environment that has offered enormous progress for patients 
and consumers-while encouraging private sector innovation 
and economic growth. @t'"F"··,.\ \*/ '" 
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